**Thru Gate Valve**

- **FEATURES**
  - THRU GATE DESIGN USED AS "MAN SAFE" VESSEL ENTRY VALVE
  - 2 PIECE CAST 317 S.S. BODY 3" – 30"
  - BI-DIRECTIONAL SHUTOFF, METAL OR SOFT SEAT
  - HARDENED CARTRIDGES AND HARDENED GATE ALLOWS FOR USE AS OCC SCAVENGER VALVE
  - USED AS POSITIVE BLOCK VALVE FOR HEAVY STOCK APPLICATIONS
  - SYNTHETIC TFEFLON PACKING
  - S.S. PACKING GLAND AND FOLLOWER
  - 4 POST S.S. TOPWORKS
  - HANDWHEEL OR CYLINDER OPERATED
  - DOUBLE BLOCK AND BLEED

**O-Port Valve**

- **FEATURES**
  - CAST 2 PIECE BODY 3" – 30"
  - FULL PORT DESIGN
  - REPLACEABLE CARTRIDGE SEATS
  - METAL OR SOFT SEATS AVAILABLE
  - WITH HARDENED CARTRIDGES & GATE, O-PORT CAN BE USED AS OCC SCAVENGER VALVE
  - REMOVAL OF BOTTOM PLATE FOR FLUSHING
  - BODY FLUSH PORTS AVAILABLE
  - SYNTHETIC PACKING
  - 4 POST S.S. TOPWORKS
  - HANDWHEEL OR CYLINDER OPERATED

SEE VALVE OPTIONS PAGE FOR OTHER ACCESSORIES

*North Port Valves*

*INDUSTRY'S CHOICE FOR SERVICE & QUALITY*